
BRIGHTEN UP YOUR DARK PHOTOS WITH AKVIS ENHANCER 15
Improved Detail Revealing Process 

August 18, 2015 — AKVIS announces the release of AKVIS Enhancer 15.0 for Windows and Mac OS X.
The program offers a fast method to fix dark pictures, increase contrast and brightness, adjust tones.
The new version provides superior image processing for "Improve Detail" mode and other changes.

AKVIS Enhancer  is image enhancement software which operates in 3 modes: Improve Detail, 
Prepress, and Tone Correction. Enhancer detects detail in underexposed, overexposed and mid tone
areas of a photo with uneven exposure. It offers an individual approach to every part of the image.

This update brings new functionality, significant improvements and optimizations. 

In Version 15:

 Improved Detail Revealing Algorithm

Fundamentally  revised  and  reworked Improve  Detail mode  in AKVIS  Enhancer.  In  this
mode, the program brings out details  in  an image in both shadows and highlights.  It  is  a
powerful feature for strengthening detail in pictures and lightening dark photos.

Now the Improve Detail mode has become even stronger and more efficient. It is the best and
indispensable tool to perfect your images! It lets you enhance the image quality, correct the bad
lighting, the lack of sharpness, and other problems.

Besides the improved image processing, the new version copes with unwanted noise and halo
appearing in previous versions when increasing the level of detail.

 New Presets in Improve Detail mode

The new version includes an updated list of the ready to use presets created with the improved
algorithm.

 Importing/Exporting User Presets

It's now possible to import and export presets of all three modes. This feature can be used for
backup and sharing user's favorite settings.

 New Print Options

It's now possible to print high resolution images on multiple pages.

 Also in the new version:

Fixed minor bugs and some compatibility problems, added support for more RAW files, new
dark interface style, and other changes.

Existing Enhancer users may check which versions they can update to for free in their account in
the Customer Room. Users, whose license is not valid for v.15, can get the latest version for only
$14.95.

New users can evaluate all features of the product during the trial period without registration. For a
free trial, AKVIS offers 10 days of fully functional use.

The software runs on Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10; and on Mac OS X 10.6-10.10; both 32- and 64-
bit operating systems. The product is available as a standalone application and as a Photoshop plugin
filter.

AKVIS Enhancer 15.0 Home license (plug-in or standalone) sells for $69. For more information about
the software visit http://akvis.com/en/enhancer/.

 

AKVIS (http://akvis.com)  specializes  in  development  of  image  processing  software.  Since  the
company's launch in 2004, it has released a number of successful products: standalone applications
and Photoshop plugins for Windows and Mac. 

About the program: akvis.com/en/enhancer/index.php
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